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ABSTRACT
We report the discovery of eight lithium-rich field giants found in a high resolution spectroscopic
sample of over 700 metal-poor stars ([Fe/H] < −0.5) selected from the RAVE survey. The majority
of the Li-rich giants in our sample are very metal-poor ([Fe/H] <∼ − 1.9), and have a Li abundance
(in the form of 7Li), A(Li) = log(n(Li)/n(H)) + 12, between 2.30 and 3.63, well above the typical
upper red giant branch limit, A(Li) < 0.5, while two stars, with A(Li) ∼ 1.7 − 1.8, show similar
lithium abundances to normal giants at the same gravity. We further included two metal-poor, Li-
rich globular cluster giants in our sample, namely the previously discovered M3-IV101 and newly
discovered (in this work) M68-A96. This comprises the largest sample of metal-poor Li-rich giants to
date. We performed a detailed abundance analysis of all stars, finding that the majority our sample
stars have elemental abundances similar to that of Li-normal halo giants. Although the evolutionary
phase of each Li-rich giant cannot be definitively determined, the Li-rich phase is likely connected to
extra mixing at the red giant branch bump or early asymptotic giant branch that triggers cool bottom
processing in which the bottom of the outer convective envelope is connected to the H-burning shell
in the star. The surface of a star becomes Li-enhanced as 7Be (which burns to 7Li) is transported to
the stellar surface via the Cameron-Fowler mechanism. We discuss and discriminate among several
models for the extra mixing that can cause Li-production, given the detailed abundances of the Li-rich
giants in our sample.
Subject headings: stars: abundances — stars: late-type — stars: Population II — globular clusters:
individual (M68,M3)
1. INTRODUCTION
Lithium (Li) plays a special role in our understanding
of the Universe. Li, in the form of 7Li, is one of four
isotopes synthesized immediately after the big bang
(Steigman 2007). The latest estimate of the cosmic
baryon density from WMAP, Ωbh
2 = 0.02273± 0.00062
(Dunkley et al. 2009), implies a primordial abun-
dance2 of A(Li) = 2.72 ± 0.06, using the updated
1 Based on observations taken at the Keck, Apache Point, Las
Campanas, and La Silla (ESO proposal ID: 082.B-0484) Obser-
vatories.
2 A(Li) = log
n(Li)
n(H)
+ 12
reaction rates for 3He(α, γ)7Li in the standard big
bang nucleosynthesis calculations (Cyburt et al. 2008).
This value of the primordial Lithium-7 abundance is
significantly higher than that derived for metal-poor
stars, for which A(Li) = 2.0 − 2.4 for [Fe/H] = −3.5
to -1.0 dex (Spite & Spite 1982a,b; Ryan et al. 2001;
Mele´ndez & Ramı´rez 2004; Charbonnel & Primas 2005;
Asplund et al. 2006; Bonifacio et al. 2007; Aoki et al.
2009; Hosford et al. 2009; Sbordone et al. 2010).
Lithium is expected to be destroyed in stars, creating
helium, in regions where the temperature exceeds a
few times 106 K. However, the large amplitude of the
discrepancy with the predicted primordial value of
Lithium-7, together with its apparent constancy over a
2 Ruchti et al.
range of stellar effective temperatures and gravities (the
‘Spite Plateau’), has stimulated much interest into both
Lithium destruction and production in stellar interiors
and into extensions of the Standard Model of particle
physics.
The abundance of Li in stellar atmospheres is a very
useful probe of the structure of the stellar interior and
the physical processes taking place there. The fragile Li
nucleus is readily destroyed when the material is exposed
to temperatures exceeding 2.6x106 K, so that strong Li
depletion is usually observed in any star whose surface
convection zone extends deep enough. As soon as a star
moves beyond the sub-giant branch, convective depletion
brings A(Li) down by more than one order of magni-
tude (Pilachowski et al. 1993; Gratton et al. 2000), and
A(Li) < 0.5 is typical for stars on the upper red giant
branch (RGB) (Lind et al. 2009a). Any giant with a Li
abundance above this value is considered Li-rich. About
1% of solar-metallicity giant stars show large Li abun-
dances (Brown et al. 1989). These giants pose a serious
problem for standard stellar evolution models, and have
triggered a widespread interest in Li-production in giant
stars.
Standard models of stellar evolution predict that Li
can be produced in the interior, but it is immediately
destroyed by nuclear burning, as explained above. Fur-
ther, pre-existing Li in the surface layers of a star is
burned away due to dilution. However, should there ex-
ist efficient, extra mixing between the surface and the Li-
forming layers, 7Li (or its progenitor 7Be) can be brought
to the cool layers before it burns. Many have tried to ex-
plain these phenomena using both internal and external
processes.
Cameron (1955) and Cameron & Fowler (1971) first
proposed a mechanism in which Li could be pro-
duced (and survive) by 7Be-transport to the surface of
intermediate-mass asymptotic giant branch (AGB) stars,
known as the Cameron-Fowler mechanism. At this stage
the outer convective envelope is in contact with the H-
burning shell where 3He-enrichment has taken place from
the proton-proton reaction chain. The 3He is transported
to regions with temperatures high enough to burn it to
7Be by the 3He(α, γ)7Be reaction. The 7Be is then swept
up to the stellar surface where it decays to 7Li by electron
captures (7Be(e−, ν)7Li). This process of 3He transport
from the inner H-burning shell and subsequent burning
to 7Be is otherwise known as “hot bottom burning” (cf.
Forestini & Charbonnel 1997, and references therein).
Later, Sackmann & Boothroyd (1999) showed that the
Cameron-Fowler mechanism can also occur for low-mass
giants evolving on the RGB due to extra deep mixing
and “cool bottom processing” (CBP), in which material
from the cool-bottom of the outer convective envelope
reaches temperatures in which the 3He is burned. This
process was first postulated to explain the abundances
of 13C in AGB and RGB stars (Boothroyd et al. 1995).
To produce enhanced 7Li on the surface, CBP requires
high mixing rates (M˙p
>
∼ 10
−7 M⊙yr
−1). Depending on
this mixing rate, a star can achieve a Li-enhancement
upwards of A(Li) ∼ 4. Sackmann & Boothroyd (1999)
suggest that the rarity of Li-rich giants implies that few
stars can achieve high enough mixing rates to drive Li-
production or that the episode of rapid mixing is brief.
Boothroyd & Sackmann (1999) also note that low-mass,
metal-poor RGB stars should undergo more aggressive
CBP than metal-rich giants, since the extra mixing will
reach higher temperatures. Further, if the 3He is not
fully depleted during the evolution up the RGB, then
CBP can also occur on the AGB. In low-mass AGB stars,
the outer envelope and H-burning shell are not in contact.
Deep extra-mixing via CBP can connect the two regions,
allowing the Cameron-Fowler mechanism to occur in low-
mass AGB stars (Nollett et al. 2003).
More recently, thermohaline mixing
(Charbonnel & Primas 2005; Charbonnel & Zahn 2007)
and magneto-thermohaline mixing (Denissenkov et al.
2009) have been proposed as sources of extra mixing to
drive Li-production on the surface-layers of stars. On
the other hand, extra mixing processes at the RGB-
bump (Charbonnel 1995) may also induce a so-called
“Li-flash” (Palacios et al. 2001). In this case, 7Be is
transported to the surface layers of a star, while the
star is also rapidly increasing in luminosity. This model
was later challenged by Denissenkov & Herwig (2004),
who independently found that canonical extra mixing
in stars cannot produce a Li-flash. In their more recent
investigations, Palacios et al. (2006) were still not able
to validate the Li-flash model.
Another scenario invokes mass-loss mechanisms on
the RGB, which are accompanied by extra mixing
that increases the Li-abundance (De la Reza et al. 1996,
2000). Note, however, that subsequent searches (e.g.,
Fekel & Watson 1998; Jasniewicz et al. 1999) did not
detect any Li-rich stars in samples of giants with far-
infrared excess. Finally, external angular momentum
from a companion object (brown dwarf or giant planet)
may induce extra mixing needed to drive the Cameron-
Fowler mechanism (Denissenkov & Herwig 2004), which
in turn leads to increased Li.
These models are described in detail in §5, but common
features among these theories is that the Li-enrichment
on the surface layers of a star can reach values ∼
2 dex higher than the Spite Plateau. Further, the Li-
enrichment phase is short, lasting about 2 Myr (see §5
and e.g., Denissenkov & Herwig 2004). Another impor-
tant aspect of these models is that material from the
CNO burning regions is also transported to the stellar
surface. The distinguishing features among the models
include the mixing mechanism and the timing of the mix-
ing/burning episodes along a star’s evolution, which can
affect the amount of CNO-material brought to the stel-
lar surface. These could also have an effect on the abun-
dances of heavier elements, such as r-, s-, and possibly
p-process elements present in the star’s atmosphere. De-
tailed elemental abundances of Li-rich giants will there-
fore provide insight into mixing and nucleosynthesis pro-
cesses within evolved stars, and will ultimately further
our understanding of the origins of these peculiar stars.
Li-rich giants have been discovered in the field
(Charbonnel & Balachandran 2000; Roederer et al.
2008; Kumar & Reddy 2009; Kumar et al.
2011; Monaco et al. 2011a) and Galactic bulge
(Uttenthaler et al. 2007; Gonzalez et al. 2009), as well
as in globular clusters (Carney et al. 1998; Kraft et al.
1999; Smith et al. 1999) and dwarf spheroidal galaxies
(Domı´nguez et al. 2004; Monaco & Bonifacio 2008).
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These samples contain stars on both the RGB and AGB
that range in mass (∼ 0.8−5M⊙) and have metallicities
from solar down to ∼ −2 dex. It is important to note,
however, that the vast majority of known Li-rich giants
have metallicities near solar, while few (∼ 4 − 5) Li-rich
giants have been discovered with [Fe/H] < −1.
In their compilation of near solar-metallicity stars,
Charbonnel & Balachandran (2000) found that Li-rich
giants primarily cluster around two regions in the color-
magnitude diagram. They associated low-mass Li-rich
giants with the RGB luminosity bump (RGB-bump),
while those with intermediate masses were assumed be
evolving on the early AGB. This is convenient, because
in both regions extra mixing can be triggered after the
molecular weight discontinuity from the first dredge-up is
erased (see above). Charbonnel & Balachandran (2000)
suggested that the localization of the Li-rich giants into
two groups argued against the interaction with a com-
panion object as the cause for Li-production. This two-
region picture, however, has been challenged by the dis-
covery of low-mass Li-rich giants that lie near the RGB-
tip (e.g. Kraft et al. 1999; Monaco & Bonifacio 2008),
where Charbonnel & Balachandran (2000) had classified
solar-metallicity stars as intermediate-mass AGB. Fur-
ther, in a study of Li-rich giants in the thick disk of the
Milky Way, Monaco et al. (2011a) found that the Li-rich
giants in their sample did not fall in either group defined
by Charbonnel & Balachandran (2000).
Metal-poor, low-mass Li-rich giants near the RGB-tip
further confuse the situation. It is possible that these
stars have not yet reached the AGB. Indeed, Kraft et al.
(1999) found that the Li-rich giant, M3-IV101, had a lu-
minosity placing it near the RGB-tip, but was most likely
an RGB star according to the color-magnitude diagram
of M3, using high-precision photometry. How can we
distinguish between the RGB and AGB for metal-poor
stars? A possible discriminant (in addition to the CNO
abundance differences between different theories of Li-
production) is that AGB stars that have begun the third
dredge-up typically show enhancements in the s-process
elements as compared to RGB stars. As stated above,
the number of known metal-poor Li-rich giants is quite
small. A clear classification of the evolutionary phase
of these stars is absolutely critical for understanding the
processes that create the Li. It is therefore important to
identify and analyze more metal-poor Li-rich giants.
We have discovered nine candidate Li-rich metal-poor
giants. Eight of the stars were part of high-resolution
observations of metal-poor stars selected from the Ra-
dial Velocity Experiment survey (RAVE, Steinmetz et al.
2006), and one, in the very metal-poor globular cluster
M68, was found by us independently of RAVE. In this
paper, we report on the abundance properties of these
stars and investigate possible signatures for each star’s
evolutionary stage, and look for supporting evidence of
the mechanism for enhanced Li-production.
2. OBSERVATIONS
The Li-rich stars reported here were among over 700
candidate metal-poor stars selected for high-resolution
observations (Ruchti et al. 2010; Fulbright et al. 2010),
based on data obtained by the RAVE survey, with the
exception of M68-A96, whose Li-rich nature was discov-
ered during observations of stars in that globular cluster.
The full details of the high-resolution observations and
reductions of the RAVE stars can be found in the papers
cited above, but some information is given in Table 1.
M68-A96 was observed with the echelle spectrograph on
the Ire´ne´e du Pont 2.5-m telescope at the Las Campanas
Observatory. For comparison purposes, we also analyzed
a blue Keck/HIRES spectrum taken in March 1999 of
the previously-known Li-rich giant M3 IV-101. Note that
this spectrum is not the same as that used by Kraft et al.
(1999).
The spectrographs used for our observations deliver a
resolving power greater than 30,000. The S/N level of
the observed spectra are quite good: nearly all have S/N
ratios greater than 100 per pixel. With the exception of
the UCLES spectrum, the wavelength coverage goes from
below 4000 A˚ to beyond 8000 A˚ (for UCLES the range
is roughly 4460–7260 A˚), although there are some gaps
in coverage. In each case the data were reduced using
standard reduction methods for echelle data, utilizing
pipeline reduction programs when available.
During routine inspection of the ∼ 700 spectra taken,
we noticed that the 6708 A˚ Li i lines in some of the stars’
spectra were unusually strong. For example, the Li i line
in the star J142546.2-154629 has an equivalent width
(EW) of ∼ 540 mA˚ (see §4.1). This is roughly twice
as strong as each of the Na D lines in this star. In sev-
eral of the other spectra, the 6708 A˚ line appeared on
two adjacent orders, so it was very unlikely the feature
was an artifact introduced by some feature of the obser-
vation or reductions. The 6103 A˚ Li i line was also visible
in most of these anomalous stars, confirming the high Li
abundances.
3. ANALYSIS
3.1. Stellar Parameters
The abundance determinations were achieved with
the MOOG analysis program (Sneden 1973), using 1-
D, plane-parallel Kurucz model atmospheres3 under the
assumption of static equilibrium and LTE. Stellar param-
eters were derived following a variation of the methods
described in Ruchti et al. (2010, 2011). The initial ef-
fective temperature, Tini, was set by using the excitation
temperature method based on Fe i lines. The initial value
of the surface gravity (log gini) was set using the ioniza-
tion equilibrium criterium utilizing the iron abundance
derived by both Fe i and Fe ii lines. The initial [Fe/H]
value of the stellar atmosphere for each star was chosen
to match the [Fe ii/H] value derived from the analysis.
The value of the microturbulent velocity (vt) was set to
minimize the magnitude of the slope of the relationship
between the iron abundance derived from Fe i lines and
the value of the reduced width of the line.
In Ruchti et al. (2010, 2011), we found during our anal-
ysis of the spectra for several globular cluster giants and
giant stars selected from the Fulbright (2000) sample that
the effective temperature estimate from the excitation
method showed an offset, that correlated with [Fe/H]ini,
when compared to photometric temperature estimates
(using the 2MASS color-temperature transformations of
3 See http://kurucz.harvard.edu/.
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Table 1
Observational Data
Star RAa DECa Mag.b Obsdate Observatoryc Instrument S/Nd
(◦) (◦) (yyyymmdd) (pix−1)
C1012254-203007 153.106 -20.502 11.6 20070506 LCO MIKE 100
J043154.1-063210 67.976 -6.536 10.4 20071219 APO ARCES 100
J142546.2-154629 216.443 -15.775 9.8 20090212 La Silla FEROS 130
J195244.9-600813 298.187 -60.137 10.1 20081016 LCO MIKE 160
T5496-00376-1 155.025 -13.095 9.1 20070421 APO ARCES 130
T6953-00510-1 327.969 -22.935 9.9 20081016 LCO MIKE 140
T8448-00121-1 348.250 -45.119 10.0 20070922 AAT UCLES 100
T9112-00430-1 312.012 -65.966 10.4 20081016 LCO MIKE 140
M3-IV101 196.259 28.303 (13.2) 19990323 Keck HIRES 80
M68-A96 180.659 -26.717 (13.0) 20040106 LCO du Pont Echelle 100
a equinox 2000
b The I-magnitudes from the RAVE database are given here for the eight RAVE stars. V -magnitudes are
given in parentheses for M3-IV101 (Johnson & Sandage 1956) and M68-A96 (Alcaino 1977).
c LCO=Los Campanas Observatory, APO=Apache Point Observatory, AAT=Australian Astronomical
Telescope
d Estimated between λ5500-6000 A˚.
Gonza´lez Herna´ndez & Bonifacio 2009). We have since
found similar results using the color-temperature trans-
formations of Casagrande et al. (2011, private commu-
nication). We therefore applied the temperature correc-
tions described in Ruchti et al. (2011) to the Li-rich can-
didates in our current sample. The analysis described
above was then performed again, but with the effective
temperature now forced to equal the corrected tempera-
ture estimate, Teff . The final adopted values of the stellar
parameters for our Li-rich stars are given in Table 2. The
error in effective temperature, σTeff = 140 K, and [Fe/H],
σ[Fe/H] = 0.10 dex, were adopted from Ruchti et al.
(2010, 2011). We estimated an error in surface grav-
ity of 0.3 dex; however, the error could be larger for the
lowest gravity stars (as is described below).
The method of using ionization equilibrium to de-
rive the surface gravity is believed to be unreli-
able in very metal-poor stars due to non-LTE effects
(Thevenin & Idiart 1999; Kraft & Ivans 2003). The
abundance derived from the Li i line, however, is
nearly independent of the adopted surface gravity. In
Ruchti et al. (2010, 2011), it was assumed that no gi-
ants lie above the RGB-tip, but we do not make this
assumption here since the evolutionary stage of our gi-
ants will affect the interpretation of our abundance re-
sults. We therefore did not apply any of the corrections
described in Ruchti et al. (2011) to the surface gravity
of our Li-rich candidates. Most of our Li-rich candi-
dates have log g > 1.0, values which were not cor-
rected in Ruchti et al. (2010, 2011). Three stars have
log g = 0.6 − 0.8, for which the correction would only
be 0.1-0.2 dex, well within our errors. The star T9112-
00430-1 has the lowest gravity, suggesting it lies far above
the RGB-tip (see Figure 1). The derived values of the
stellar parameters (specifically gravity) of this star are
most likely affected by large non-LTE effects. If we were
to increase its gravity estimate by 0.5 dex, as prescribed
by Ruchti et al. (2011), it would lie close to the RGB-tip.
The majority of our Li-rich candidates have [Fe/H] <
−1.8. The most metal-rich star, T5496-00376-1, has
[Fe/H] = −0.63, which is much more metal-rich than
the rest of the candidates but is at the lower end of
most previous studies. We include it here, because of
its Li-rich nature. Our estimates of Teff and [Fe/H] for
M3-IV101 strongly resemble those found by Kraft et al.
(1999), showing differences of only 36 K and 0.02 dex
in Teff and [Fe/H], respectively. Our log g value, how-
ever, is about 0.2 dex lower than their value. This off-
set is very similar to the correction that would be made
to our log g value if we were to follow the analysis in
Ruchti et al. (2011). Our [Fe/H] estimate for M68-A96
also agrees within ∼ 0.02 dex with metallicity estimates
for the M68 cluster (Lee et al. 2005).
3.2. Luminosity
The luminosity of each star was estimated by fitting
to Padova isochrones (Marigo et al. 2008; Girardi et al.
2010). The Z-metallicity of each star was derived
by combining [Fe/H] and alpha-enhancement using the
transformation of Salaris et al. (1993). We assumed an
alpha-enhancement equal to [Mg/Fe] measured for each
star (see §4.3). We then fit each star to the isochrone
with the closest matching metallicity in a grid of 12 Gyr
isochrones with metallicity steps of Z = 0.00002. It
is possible that some of our stars are younger (espe-
cially T5496-00376-1), but the error in the luminosity
due to our uncertainty in log g far outweighs this. Fig-
ure 1 shows each star and the isochrone of the same Z-
metallicity in the gravity-temperature plane.
The luminosity at the point on the isochrone with the
same log g value as the star being fit was chosen as the
luminosity of the star, except for T9112-00430-1. This
star has a gravity above the limits of the isochrone (see
Figure 1). We therefore adopted the luminosity at the
lowest-gravity point on the isochrone. We linearly in-
terpolated the luminosity values versus log g for stars
with log g values lying between the points on the corre-
sponding isochrone. We further estimated two extreme
luminosity values for each star by adding and subtracting
0.3 dex to each star’s log g value and then fitting again.
Errors were then estimated by taking the difference be-
tween these extreme values and the value taken from the
original fit. This resulted in a typical error in the lumi-
nosity of each star of σlog(L/L⊙) ∼ 0.3. Most stars lie
between the RGB and AGB branches of the isochrones,
making it difficult to label them as one or the other from
inspection of Figure 1 alone. The estimated luminosity
from fitting to either branch showed no differences. We
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Table 2
Stellar Parameter Values
Star Teff log g [Fe/H] vt log(L/L⊙) POP
a
(K) (km s−1)
(error) ±140 ±0.3 ±0.10 ±0.1 ±0.3
C1012254-203007 4518 1.1 -2.55 2.2 2.9 3
J043154.1-063210 5440 2.5 -1.85 1.3 1.8 3
J142546.2-154629 4341 0.9 -2.08 2.3 3.0 3
J195244.9-600813 5025 2.1 -1.41 1.7 2.0 2.5
T5496-00376-1 4887 2.2 -0.63 1.4 1.9 2
T6953-00510-1 4867 1.8 -1.93 1.8 2.3 2
T8448-00121-1 4655 1.1 -2.45 2.0 2.9 3
T9112-00430-1 4370 0.0 -2.21 3.1 3.5 3
M3-IV101 4236 0.6 -1.52 1.8 3.2 –
M68-A96 4549 0.9 -2.18 1.8 3.1 –
a 2=thick disk, 2.5=thick/halo, 3=halo
discuss the phase of evolution of each star in more detail
later (see §5). Our values for the luminosity of each star
are listed in Table 2.
Given these luminosities, we followed the methodology
described in Ruchti et al. (2011) to determine in which
Galactic population each of the Li-rich giants most likely
belongs. The final population assignment for each Li-rich
candidate is given in Table 2. Note that the same popu-
lation assignment was found using the stellar parameters
derived in this work for the four stars (J142546.2-154629,
J195244.9-600813, T5496-00376-1, and T6953-00510-1)
that were also analyzed in Ruchti et al. (2010, 2011). All
stars were assigned to the thick disk, halo, or thick/halo
intermediate population (see Ruchti et al. 2011, for more
details). This implies that the Li-rich giants in our sam-
ple are old (> 10 Gyr) and metal-poor. Thus, they most
likely have low masses, M < 1 M⊙.
4. RESULTS
4.1. Lithium Abundances
The Li abundances for each star were derived assuming
all the Li was from the 7Li isotope. Equivalent widths
were measured for both the 6708 A˚ and 6103 A˚ Li i lines.
We then derived the abundance of Li from both lines
in each of LTE and non-LTE following the methods de-
scribed in Lind et al. (2009b). These values can be found
in Table 3.
The derived A(Li) values for our Li-rich sample are
shown in Figure 2 as a function of the stars’ estimated
luminousity (calculated above). Note that, for stars that
had A(Li) estimates from both Li i lines, the value in the
figure is the mean of the two values. Further, we found
a typical error of ∼ 0.20 dex from the difference between
that found for the 6708 A˚ and 6103 A˚ lines. Figure 2
also includes the Li abundances we derive for a sample of
58 RAVE very metal-poor (hereafter RAVE-VMP) stars
with [Fe/H]< −2 from Fulbright et al. (2010). Note that
26 measurements are only upper limits. We followed the
same analysis procedure given above for all RAVE-VMP
data, and the full results for the entire sample will be
published in a later paper.
Note that both J043154.1-063210 and J195244.9-
600813 have luminosities and Li-abundances that place
them along the trend of “Li-normal” giants near the
RGB-bump. We therefore no longer classify them as Li-
rich. The remaining Li-rich giants have Li abundances
that clearly separate them from the Li-normal giants (see
Figure 2). As was found in previous studies, the major-
ity of our Li-rich giants separate into two regions: the
lower (near the RGB-bump) and upper RGB, separated
at log(L/L⊙) ∼ 2.4 (see also Figure 1). T6953-00510-1,
however, appears to lie between these two regions.
4.2. CNO Abundances
We determined the CNO abundances for our giants
using MOOG, under the assumption of molecular equi-
librium, since the CNO atoms can be partly bound to-
gether in molecules, especially for cooler stars (see, e.g.,
Gratton & Sneden 1990).
Oxygen abundances were first determined from the
EWs of the O i forbidden lines at 6300 A˚ and 6363 A˚,
and are given in Table 3. The gf-values of the lines
were taken from Lambert (1978), and the solar abun-
dance, A(O) = 8.69, was selected from Asplund et al.
(2009). We corrected the O i 6300 A˚ line for the weak Ni i
6300.34 A˚ line (see Allende Prieto et al. 1999) following
the same methodology as Fulbright & Johnson (2003).
We next determined [C/Fe], [N/Fe], and the 12C/13C
ratios for our giants by spectral syntheses of CH
and CN lines using the Plez line lists and oscillator
strengths (Plez 2011, private communication; see also
Hill et al. 2002; Gustafsson et al. 2008) combined with
the Vienna Atomic Line Database (VALD4, Kupka et al.
2000). We adopted dissociation energies of 3.47 eV
(Huber & Herzberg 1979) and 7.66 eV (Lambert 1978)
for CH and CN, respectively. The CH lines between
4320-4328 A˚ were used to estimate the C abundance of
each star given the value of A(O) found above. Given
these values of A(O) and A(C), the N abundance was
determined using CN lines at the 3883 A˚ band (and the
4216 A˚ band, see below). Finally, the 12C/13C isotopic
ratio was constrained by combining information from the
above lines with that derived from fits to CH and CN
lines in the wavelength range 4200-4220 A˚. We then it-
erated this procedure with the input CNO abundances
equal to the previous iteration until we obtain a self-
consistent solution to all three abundances.
During the syntheses of C and N, the Li-rich candidates
fell into two classes: those with a strong CN-3883 band
and those with a weak one. The final syntheses are shown
in Figures 3 and 4, respectively. The lines in the CN-
strong stars could very well be saturated (most obvious
in the M3-IV101 spectrum). We therefore included the
4216 A˚ CN-band in our syntheses to constrain the N
abundance for these stars. Although the CN-4216 band is
very weak for the CN-weak stars, we include it in Figure 4
for comparisons.
The resultant [C/Fe] and [N/Fe] values from the syn-
theses are given in Table 3 and plotted versus log g in
Figure 5. Note that we adopted the solar abundances
4 http://vald.astro.univie.ac.at/∼vald/php/vald.php
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Figure 1. The position of our Li-rich stars in the gravity-temperature plane. Also plotted are 12 Gyr Padova isochrones (Marigo et al.
2008; Girardi et al. 2010) of an appropriate metallicity to that of each star. The name, stellar parameters (given as Teff/ log g/[Fe/H]),
and Li-abundance, A(Li), are shown in each panel. The circle on the RGB and thickened region on the AGB at log g ∼ 2 represent
the luminosity bumps on the RGB and AGB, respectively. Note that with the values estimated here, T9112-00430-1 lies well above the
isochrone, which is most likely a reflection of the inappropriateness, for this star, of the assumption of a steady-state atmosphere in LTE.
for C and N from Asplund et al. (2009). The scatter in
individual [C/Fe] and [N/Fe] values is due to variations
between stars, not the quality of the determination (we
investigate the interpretation of this scatter in a separate
paper). We estimated the internal errors to be ∼ 0.1 dex
in [C/Fe] and ∼ 0.1 − 0.2 dex in [N/Fe], depending on
the quality of the spectrum and the strength of the CN-
bands. We further varied the estimated values of the
stellar parameters of each star according to their 1-sigma
errors to investigate the sensitivity of our syntheses to the
chosen values of the stellar parameters for each star. Our
stars consistently show errors of ∼ 0.1 and∼ 0.1−0.2 dex
in [C/Fe] and [N/Fe], respectively, and show the highest
sensitivity to changes in the effective temperature of a
star. Using the same error analysis as for C and N, we
found that our errors in [O/Fe] are about 0.10 dex. It is
important to note, however, that the EWs for C1012252-
203007, J043154.1-063210, M68-A96, and T8448-00121-1
are less than 10 mA˚ for both lines, and so the error in
[O/Fe] increases to ∼ 0.15− 0.20 dex. The 12C/13C iso-
topic ratio was very difficult to constrain since most of
our stars were fairly deficient in carbon (see below), and
so the 13CH features were very weak. The best-fit value
for most stars subsequently had a fairly flat likelihood
peak. We therefore give a range of values, as well as the
best fit value, in Table 3.
The CNO abundances of M3-IV101 have been ana-
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Figure 2. Derived A(Li) abundance as a function of log(L/L⊙) for the giants analyzed in this paper. Stars from the RAVE-VMP
sample are plotted as blue open circles and downward pointing arrows (for upper limits), and represent “Li-normal” stars. The filled circles
represent the six Li-rich field giants discovered in this paper from the RAVE sample, and the filled squares represent the two Li-rich globular
cluster giants. The filled triangles represent the two giants in our sample that are more Li-normal for the given luminosity bin. Error bars
in log(L/L⊙) represent the difference in luminosity when we added or subtracted 0.3 dex from our value of log g for each star. Also shown
are the range of estimates for the primordial abundance of Li given by WMAP and the Spite Plateau. Note that several of the giants in
our sample have derived Li abundances that are much greater than the primordial values.
lyzed previously in the literature, which makes it use-
ful for comparisons. We only compare the abundance
values, since there will be offsets in the element ratios
with iron due to differences in reference solar abun-
dances. Kraft et al. (1999) found using CH lines that
A(C) ∼ 6.55 for this star, while Pilachowski et al. (2003)
found a value of ∼ 6.31 using CO lines. Our value of
[C/Fe] = −0.5 corresponds to A(C) = 6.4, which lies
between the Kraft et al. and Pilachowski et al. values.
The variation in the values could be attributed to differ-
ences in atomic and molecular line data. On the other
hand, we found values of A(O) = 7.41 and A(N) = 7.61,
which are only 0.01 dex and 0.06 dex higher than those
found by Kraft et al. (1999), respectively. Note that
Pilachowski et al. (2003) did not measure N abundances
in their work. They did, however, measure the carbon
isotopic ratio, finding 12C/13C = 11, which is very close
to our best-fit value given in Table 3.
The final value of [C/Fe] for the Li-rich giants ranges
from −0.7 for C1012254-203007 and T9112-00430-1 to
+0.3 for J043154.1-063210, while all stars have [N/Fe]
and [O/Fe] values greater than zero. In Figure 5, we
also plot the ratios found for the RAVE-VMP compari-
son sample, described in §4.1. As illustrated in the fig-
ure, all Li-rich giants fall within the general trend of the
RAVE-VMP stars. The [C/Fe] and [O/Fe] ratios appear
to possibly increase with gravity, while [N/Fe] ratio may
decrease with gravity. We computed Spearman’s rank
correlation coefficient, rs, to investigate the level of cor-
relation between all three ratios and log g. We found
that [C/Fe] weakly correlates with gravity, with a value
of rs ∼ +0.5. However, we found values of rs ∼ +0.3
and −0.3 for the [O/Fe] and [N/Fe] ratios, respectively,
which implies no significant correlation. The weak trend
in [C/Fe] is a sign that the lower gravity stars have been
affected by more CNO cycling and internal mixing (see
also §5). The Li-rich giants at large gravity (log g > 1.5)
show the possibility of a slight enhancement in [N/Fe] as
compared to the RAVE-VMP stars, but this is not con-
clusive given errors. We will discuss these trends in more
detail for the entire RAVE-VMP sample in a later paper,
but the main point to take away is that the Li-rich giants
and RAVE-VMP stars appear to have experienced very
similar CNO-cycling.
All of the Li-rich giants have a ratio of the number
of C atoms to O atoms, log(C/O) < 0, which can be
an indicator of the nature of their evolution should any
of them be AGB stars (see §5.3 for more details). M3-
IV101 and T6953-00510-1, however, have log(N/O) >∼ 0.
Further, like in [N/Fe], the Li-rich giants at large log g
show indications of a slight enhancement in log(N/O) as
compared to the RAVE-VMP stars. Note that T6953-
00510-1 is the most enhanced in [N/Fe] and [O/Fe] and
J043154.1-063210 has the highest enhancement in [C/Fe]
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Figure 3. Sample of the CN-strong stars’ spectra in the region used to measure the carbon abundance (left) and the two regions used to
measure the N abundance, CN-3883 (middle) and CN-4216 (right). The solid-red line represents the synthesis with the best fit parameters
given in Table 3.
among the Li-rich giants.
4.3. Additional Elements
We have used the line lists of Fulbright (2000) and
Johnson (2002) to measure the abundances of other el-
ements for these stars, including Mg, Na, and several
neutron-capture elements, for which the ratio with iron
is given in Table 4. Hyperfine splitting effects were taken
into account for the Na I D lines and the lines of Ba II
and Eu II. Solar values for all elements were again se-
lected from Asplund et al. (2009). The neutron-capture
elements can be especially important since they can in-
dicate the possible presence of dredge-up in AGB stars.
The derived abundance ratios for these elements are
shown versus [Fe/H] and log g in Figures 6 and 7, respec-
tively, for our Li-rich candidates. We further plot the
abundance ratios of our Li-normal VMP giants. Most
of our stars have ratios that resemble that of the Li-
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Figure 4. The same as Figure 3, but for those stars with a weak CN-3883 band.
normal VMP giants of like metallicity and gravity. The
Li-rich giant, T6953-00510-1, however, shows enhance-
ment in the s-process elements (Sr, Y, Zr, Ba, La, Pb)
as compared to the other stars. Further evidence for s-
process enhancement is found in the top plots of Figure 8,
in which T6953-00510-1 shows enhancement in [Ba/Eu],
which gives the ratio of s-process to r-process in a star.
Other ratios, such as [Y/Zr], [Y/Ba], and [Ba/Eu] (see
Figure 8), are similar between the Li-rich giants and Li-
normal VMP stars.
Since T6953-00510-1 is the only star with enhanced s-
process abundances, this enhancement is probably not
connected to the mechanism that is enriching the Li in
our stars. Further, this star is not located near the TP-
AGB evolutionary phase (see Figure 1) where we would
expect dredge-up of s-process enriched material. The
simplest explanation is that this star is a part of a binary
system in which its atmosphere has been polluted by a
higher-mass companion that has already gone through
its TP-AGB phase. We do not detect any variation in
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Table 3
Lithium and CNO Abundance Data
Li-6708 A˚ Li-6103 A˚
Star [Fe/H] [C/Fe]a [N/Fe]a [O/Fe]a log(C/O) 12C/13Cb EW Li A(Li) A(Li)NLTE EW Li A(Li) A(Li)NLTE
C1012254-203007 -2.55 -0.7 0.7 0.61 -1.6 1− 5 (1) 279.6 2.52 2.30 6.3 1.93 2.06
J043154.1-063210 -1.85 0.3 0.3 0.52 -0.5 5− 15 (12) 30.0 1.69 1.71 – – –
J142546.2-154629 -2.08 0.0 0.6 0.72 -1.0 > 10 (22) 540.0 3.86 3.63 211.6 3.85 3.85
J195244.9-600813 -1.41 -0.6 1.1 0.53 -1.4 >∼ 5 (5) 72.7 1.73 1.79 – – –
T5496-00376-1 -0.63 -0.3 0.4 0.34 -0.9 5− 20 (15) 323.7 3.28 2.94 34.0 2.91 3.03
T6953-00510-1 -1.93 0.1 1.9 1.00 -1.2 3− 7 (5) 254.3 2.82 2.53 8.8 2.28 2.38
T8448-00121-1 -2.45 -0.3 0.4 0.14 -0.7 > 10 (28) 389.2 3.71 3.06 67.5 3.19 3.29
T9112-00430-1c -2.21 -0.7 0.8 0.44 -1.4 > 5 (10) 485.2 3.15 3.08 68.0 2.92 3.09
M3-IV101 -1.52 -0.5 1.2 0.24 -1.0 10− 20 (12) 508.5 3.49 3.46 211.6 3.68 3.76
M68-A96 -2.18 -0.4 0.4 0.30 -1.0 3− 5 (4) 336.5 2.95 2.64 23.0 2.52 2.66
a Solar abundances adopted from Asplund et al. (2009).
b Number in parentheses is the best fit value for CH and CN lines between 4200− 4220 A˚.
c A(Li) computed for log g = 0.5.
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Figure 5. CNO abundance ratios with Fe, as well as the log of
the number ratios of C/O and N/O, are shown versus log g. The
six Li-rich field giants are represented as circles, while the two Li-
normal field giants are shown as triangles. The two Li-rich globular
cluster giants are shown as squares. The VMP comparison sample
are shown as plus symbols. Note that all of the Li-rich giants have
C/O < 1 (log(C/O) < 0), but two stars have N/O >∼ 1. T6953-
00510-1 has the highest enhancement in N and O, while J043154.1-
063210 has the highest enhancement in C.
the radial velocity of this star (see §4.5), but this sce-
nario is still possible if the binary system is wide. It is
also possible that T6953-00510-1 formed from s-process
enriched material left by a star of an early generation
that had gone through its TP-AGB phase, but this sce-
nario would require extremely incomplete mixing of the
ISM prior to next generation of stars.
Lee et al. (2005) measured abundances for seven stars
in M68, but they did not include M68 A-96. If we use
their line list and follow their analysis methods, we mea-
sure abundances for this star nearly identical to their
mean cluster values.
4.4. Projected Rotational Velocity
Some have found that many of their metal-rich Li-
rich giants had high projected rotational velocities, vsini
(e.g., Guillout et al. 2009). Further, Drake et al. (2002)
suggested that the fraction of Li-rich stars can be as
high as 50 percent among rapidly rotating giants. We
therefore computed vsini for the Li-rich giants in our
sample to determine if any are rapid rotators. We de-
rived vsini following the methodology of Fekel (1997)
and Hekker & Mele´ndez (2007). First, the measured stel-
lar broadening, Xmeas, was estimated as the average of
the full-width-at-half-maximum (FWHM) of several Fe i
lines near 6750 A˚. The FWHM of several ThAr lines
(from arc spectra taken during the night of each obser-
vation) in the same wavelength region as the Fe i lines
were averaged to estimate the instrumental broadening,
Xinst. The intrinsic broadening can then be estimated
as,
Xintr =
√
X2meas −X
2
inst. (1)
We then determined the total broadening, Xtot, given
our value of Xintr for each star, using the second-order
polynomial fit to Xintr vs. Xtot from Hekker & Mele´ndez
(2007),
Xintr = 0.10963+ 0.002758Xtot+ 0.001278X
2
tot. (2)
The projected rotational velocity, vsini, of a given star
can then be computed as
√
X2tot − v
2
m, where vm is the
macro-turbulent velocity of that star. We adopted the re-
lations between vm and Teff in Hekker & Mele´ndez (2007)
for different luminosity classes to estimate vm for each
Li-rich giant. We assumed that the Li-rich giants in our
sample near the RGB-tip were class II and those near the
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Table 4
Elemental Abundance Data
Star [Fe/H] Naa Mga Sra Ya Zra Baa Laa Eua Pba [Ba/Eu] [Y/Zr] [Y/Ba]
C1012254-203007 -2.55 – 0.41 0.01 -0.24 0.08 0.10 0.37 0.51 – -0.41 -0.32 -0.34
J043154.1-063210 -1.85 0.08 0.46 -0.01 -0.29 0.24 -0.50 – 0.70 – -1.20 -0.53 0.21
J142546.2-154629 -2.08 -0.24 0.60 -0.02 -0.38 0.08 -0.29 0.00 0.14 – -0.43 -0.46 -0.09
J195244.9-600813 -1.41 0.14 0.40 0.02 -0.08 0.32 0.13 0.18 0.29 0.19 -0.16 -0.40 -0.21
T5496-00376-1 -0.63 0.19 0.13 -0.24 -0.20 -0.22 0.18 0.17 0.23 0.22 -0.06 0.02 -0.38
T6953-00510-1 -1.93 0.21 0.33 0.17 0.13 0.51 0.89 1.26 0.33 1.48 0.56 -0.38 -0.76
T8448-00121-1 -2.45 -0.01 0.30 – -0.18 – -0.82 – – – – – 0.64
T9112-00430-1 -2.21 0.00 0.45 0.19 -0.40 -0.12 -0.30 0.28 0.71 – -1.01 -0.28 -0.10
M3-IV101 -1.52 0.34 0.33 0.05 0.08 0.38 0.17 0.28 -0.03 0.26 0.20 -0.30 -0.09
M68-A96 -2.18 0.14 0.44 -0.10 -0.44 0.05 -0.06 0.21 0.07 0.53 -0.13 -0.49 -0.38
a Given as [X/Fe].
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Figure 6. The ratio of several elements with iron abundance vs. [Fe/H]. The symbols are the same as in Figure 5. Pb is not shown since
it could not be measured for several stars. Note, the only Li-rich giant that shows consistent enhancement in the s-process (including Pb)
is T6953-00510-1.
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Figure 7. The ratio of several elements with iron abundance vs. log g. The symbols are the same as in Figure 5. As in Figure 6, the
Li-rich giants do not show any deviation from the general trends of the VMP comparison sample. Note that the apparent enhancement in
[Y/Fe] of M3-IV101 is a metallicity artifact.
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Figure 8. The ratio of several neutron-capture element abun-
dances vs. metallicity. The symbols and lines are the same as
in Figure 5. Note, that T6953-00510-1 shows enhancement in
[Ba/Eu], suggesting (as in Figures 6 and 7) that it is s-process
enhanced.
RGB-bump were class III. Note that those stars with es-
timated values of vm greater than the total broadening
are assumed to have a non-measurable rotational veloc-
ity.
The majority of our Li-rich giants showed no measur-
able rotational velocity. We found non-negligible values
of ∼ 3 km s−1 for T5496-00376-1 and ∼ 4 km s−1 for
T8448-00121-1, but these values are only slightly larger
than the expected projected rotation of low-mass giants,
vsini ≤ 2 km s−1 (de Medeiros et al. 1996). C1012254-
203007 and T9112-00430-1, however, have vsini = 8 −
10 km s−1. This implies that they very well could be
rapidly rotating.
What would cause these stars to rapidly rotate? It
is possible that extra angular momentum, dredged-
up as mass is redistributed during increased convec-
tion, could induce increased rotation in these stars
(Fekel & Balachandran 1993). Another possibility is
that these stars have accreted material from a planet or
companion star, which would also contribute extra an-
gular momentum to the stars. If indeed the two rapidly
rotating stars are in a binary system, signatures may be
present in their spectra, which is discussed below.
4.5. Radial Velocity Variations
None of the echelle data shows obvious line profile
asymmetries or other spectral signs of having a bright
secondary star in the system, but the light from a low-
luminosity main sequence or white dwarf companion
would be swamped by the light from the bright giant
star in the optical spectrum.
For most of our stars, we only have two radial veloc-
ity measurements: the initial RAVE DR3 (Siebert et al.
2011) observation (with a systematic uncertainty of
about 3 km s−1) and the echelle observation discussed
here. RAVE observed two of the stars twice, and we
have three echelle observations of C1012254-203007. All
together, we have 21 radial velocity measurements of
the eight RAVE Li-rich stars. The mean difference
(RAVE−echelle) in the heliocentric radial velocities is
0.8 ± 1.8 km s−1, which lies within the RAVE RV mea-
surement error.
Both T9112-00430-1 and T6953-00510-1 shared the
largest difference of 3.8 km s−1 and 3.4 km s−1, respec-
tively, between two observations of the same star. These
differences, however, are only ∼ 0.5 − 1.0 km s−1 larger
than the systematic uncertainty of the RAVE radial ve-
locities. All other repeat observations have a velocity
difference of less than twice the internal uncertainties.
4.6. Mass Loss
We further searched the spectra of our candidate
Li-rich giants for signs of possible mass-loss, inspect-
ing the strong photospheric lines in each spectrum,
such as Hα, the Na D lines, and Ca ii H and K
lines (Balachandran et al. 2000; Drake et al. 2002). The
only two stars in our sample to show possible evi-
dence of mass-loss in our sample are T9112-00430-1 and
J142546.2-154629. In both cases, we identified emis-
sion in the wings of Hα. However, the emission was
less pronounced in the spectrum of J142546.2-154629.
Both stars showed no other signs (in the Na D or Ca ii
H and K lines) of mass-loss in their spectra. The emis-
sion features could be an indicator that these stars are
evolving on the AGB (see §5.3). Further, this mass-loss
could be a possible trigger for Li-production in these stars
(De la Reza et al. 1996, 2000), however, an investigation
of infrared excess is needed to confirm this.
5. LITHIUM PRODUCTION FROM RGB TO AGB
The stage of evolution (AGB or RGB) in which each
star belongs is an important aspect for understanding the
mechanisms that underlie Li production. We therefore
investigated the abundance patterns in each star in an
attempt to find indicators for their evolutionary status,
as well as Li-production mechanism.
5.1. Li-enrichment on the RGB
Early on in a low-mass star’s climb up the RGB, it un-
dergoes the first dredge-up on the RGB after its outer
convective envelope reaches the shell-burning regions.
Standard theories of low-mass stellar evolution predict
that the 12C/13C ratio drops from over 60 to about 40
around the point of the first dredge-up (Gratton et al.
2000). The first dredge-up mixes fresh H on the sur-
face layers to the interior of the star, which causes
a strong molecular weight discontinuity at the deepest
extent of the convective envelope. It has been sug-
gested that this molecular weight discontinuity, com-
bined with rotation, induces extra mixing, such as ther-
mohaline mixing, that triggers Li-enrichment at the
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RGB-bump (Charbonnel & Balachandran 2000; Ulrich
1972; Kippenhahn et al. 1980; Charbonnel & Zahn 2007;
Eggleton et al. 2008). Further, Charbonnel & Zahn
(2007) found that for low-mass (M < 0.9M⊙), metal-
poor ([Fe/H] < −0.5) stars, carbon and 12C/13C are also
reduced while the nitrogen abundance increases. These
trends predicted by thermohaline mixing were shown by
Angelou et al. (2011) to agree with observational data in
the study of the CNO abundances in M3 stars.
The two Li-normal giants (J043154.1-063210 and
J195244.9-600813) are most likely evolving along the
RGB. J043154.1-063210 lies at a higher gravity than
the RGB luminosity bump (see Figure 1). Should it
be on the RGB, it is most likely going through its first
dredge-up. J195244.9-600813, on the other hand, ap-
pears to lie on the RGB-bump. It is possible that both
stars are at the beginning of the RGB-bump mixing
phase. This would also explain the intermediate (best-
fit) value of the 12C/13C ratio (∼ 12) of J043154.1-
063210 since the mixing has not yet reduced the ra-
tio (Charbonnel & Do Nascimento 1998; Gratton et al.
2004, and references therein).
The picture is more complicated, however, for our Li-
rich giants. The majority of these stars have best-fit
12C/13C values greater than 10. This is unexpected be-
yond the RGB-bump, given the above scenario, espe-
cially once a star has reached the RGB-tip. One pos-
sibility is that our best-fit 12C/13C values are overesti-
mated due to a flat likelihood peak. For example, T5496-
00376-1, the most metal-rich ([Fe/H] = −0.63) giant in
our sample, is the only Li-rich giant with stellar param-
eter values consistent with the RGB-bump. The best fit
carbon isotopic ratio for this star, however, is a bit larger
(∼ 15) than expected if Li-enrichment took place as de-
scribed above. Our lower-limit to 12C/13C, however, is 5,
which is much closer to that predicted by Li-enrichment
at the RGB-bump. Alternatively, this star may not have
finished this mixing episode, which would imply that the
12C/13C ratio is still decreasing, and that its Li abun-
dance is still increasing. However, this solution would
not explain those stars near the RGB-tip that would have
finished the Li-enrichment phase at the RGB-bump.
The Li-enrichment obtained at the RGB-bump is also
expected to decrease as a star evolves beyond the RGB-
bump due to normal Li-dilution. Indeed, the Li-rich
phase at the RGB-bump is quite short. According to
Denissenkov & Herwig (2004), the phase should last no
longer than a few million years. This implies that the
Li should be (at least partially) depleted by the time
a star reaches the RGB-tip. According to the H-R di-
agram, T6953-00510-1 has a gravity and temperature
consistent with it being on the RGB, but it has most
likely evolved past the RGB-bump. Its Li-abundance
is less than T5496-00376-1, as well as those found for
solar metallicity stars (cf., Kumar et al. 2011). It could
therefore have ended the extra mixing phase at the RGB-
bump and its Li-abundance is now being depleted. Also
note that it has a low carbon isotopic ratio, 12C/13C ∼ 5,
suggesting that it has gone through thermohaline mixing.
It should be noted that this star is the only one in our
sample that shows consistent s-process enhancement (as
discussed in §4.3). We also argue that it may be “CNO-
increased”, in that its CNO abundances are somewhat
enhanced in comparison to the other Li-rich stars in our
sample. This star is not evolved enough to have produced
(and dredged-up) the s-process and CNO abundances in
its atmosphere. Most likely these enhancements are due
to pre-enrichment at birth or mass transfer in a long-
period binary. Although we found no conclusive dispar-
ities in the radial velocity of T6953-00510-1 (see §4.5),
radial velocity variation from a long-period binary would
be virtually undetectable without a dedicated radial ve-
locity study.
The high-luminosity Li-rich giants in our sample, how-
ever, have Li-abundances equal to or greater than the
stars in our sample near the RGB-bump (as well as that
of solar-metallicity stars in previous samples), contrary
to that predicted for Li-enrichment at the RGB-bump
(e.g., Charbonnel & Primas 2005; Kumar et al. 2011). A
solution to this discrepancy is that these stars have un-
dergone Li-enrichment via extra-deep mixing combined
with CBP. Sackmann & Boothroyd (1999) show that
CBP can take place anywhere along the RGB, while the
amount of Li-enrichment highly depends on the rate of
mixing in the star. They further predict that the max-
imum Li abundance attained by a star can occur be-
fore significant amounts of 13C lower the 12C/13C ratio.
Thus, Li-rich giants could have values of 12C/13C ranging
from ∼ 4 up to ∼ 30, which is consistent with the values
of 12C/13C found for our Li-rich giants. Note also, that
the projected rotational velocities (vsini = 8−10 km s−1)
of C1012254-203007 and T9112-00430-1 may be large
enough to induce the high extra-mixing rates needed to
achieve Li-enhancement via CBP.
Another possibility is the so-called “Li-flash” of
Palacios et al. (2001). This model also predicts that
the Li-rich phase begins at the RGB luminosity function
bump when 7Be, transported from the interior, decays
into 7Li and burns in a Li-burning shell. This extra en-
ergy rapidly increases the star’s luminosity and forces ex-
tra mixing, including the transport of more 7Be (which
decays into 7Li) to the surface. This mixing initially
does not change the surface carbon isotope ratios, but
the enhanced convection eventually reaches the depth
where 12C is converted to 13C and the temperature is
high enough to burn the freshly-minted Li (7Li(p, α)α).
Both the surface Li-abundance and 12C/13C ratio are
then lowered.
Pilachowski et al. (2003) analyzed the previously dis-
covered Li-rich giant M3 IV-101 and found that the in-
termediate value of the star’s 12C/13C ratio (of which
we found a similar value) and its high luminosity were
consistent with the Li-flash model. Our analysis shows
that several of the Li-rich giants are much brighter than
the RGB-bump and indeed that these stars have an es-
timated luminosity that is about 15 times the RGB-
bump luminosity. The Li-flash model of Palacios et al.
(2001) predicts a factor of ∼ 5.5 increase in luminosity,
but based on an assumed 1.5 M⊙ solar-metallicity star,
rather than the lower-mass VMP stars studied here. Fur-
ther, recall that Denissenkov & Herwig (2004) showed
that canonical extra mixing cannot be responsible for
the Li-flash. However, if this scenario were possible in
low-mass stars, then it could explain the luminous Li-
rich giants in our sample, but cannot provide a solution
for the less-luminous giants.
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5.2. Li-enrichment on the Horizontal Branch
Kumar et al. (2011) found that their stars close to the
RGB-bump were more likely associated with the theo-
retical position of the red clump, in which metal-rich (or
young) stars have begun their core He-burning. Since it is
highly unlikely that the Li-rich phase at the RGB-bump
would last until the red clump, they postulated that the
Cameron-Fowler mechanism may also play a role during
the He-core flash for stars with M < 2.25M⊙.
This relies on the fact that enough 3He has survived
mixing along the RGB (e.g., thermohaline mixing) for
the Cameron-Fowler mechanism to take effect. They sug-
gest that stars experiencing this mechanism would sur-
vive as Li-rich giants for about 1% of their horizontal
branch lifetime, which corresponds to a few Myr. Our
stellar parameter values for T5496-00376-1 show that it
is also consistent with the horizontal branch (see Fig-
ure 1). It is therefore possible that T5496-00376-1 could
actually be a horizontal branch (core He-burning) star
that has undergone Li-production at the He-core flash.
5.3. Li-enrichment on the AGB
The high-luminosity stars in our sample also appear to
be consistent with the early TP-AGB phase of evolution.
T9112-00430-1, for example, is most likely already evolv-
ing on the AGB. Its position far above the RGB-tip (see
Figure 1) suggests that the derived values of the stel-
lar parameters are being affected by strong departures
from hydrostatic equilibrium. More importantly, T9112-
00430-1 has been found to be a variable star according
to the All Sky Automated Survey (ASAS) Catalog of
Variable Stars (Pojmanski 2002). This is further corrob-
orated by the presence of emission in the wings of Hα in
its spectrum (see §4.6), which suggests that it could be
surrounded by a circumstellar envelope.
Hot bottom burning is not expected for our stars. They
are metal-poor, which implies they could be old, and
so have masses low enough (M <∼ 1 M⊙) that the con-
vective envelope and H-burning shell are not connected.
However, given that enough 3He remains after the stars
ascent of the RGB, CBP (as described in §1) can oc-
cur on the AGB. Extra deep mixing mechanisms, similar
to that of an RGB star (e.g., thermohaline mixing), in
the radiative layer of a low-mass AGB star can connect
the H-burning shell with the convective envelope, which
will then drive the production of 7Li by the Cameron-
Fowler mechanism. It is possible, however, that the Li-
enrichment from CBP on the AGB might be less than
that on the RGB since the amount of 3He is expected to
be depleted from the RGB. As noted in §5.1, C1012254-
203007 and T9112-00430-1 have projected rotation ve-
locities large enough that efficient mixing speeds could
also be achieved to produce Li-enhancement via CBP on
the AGB.
During the TP-AGB phase, third dredge-up episodes
enrich the envelope with s-process elements that are syn-
thesized during the period between thermal pulses, when
13C in the star’s interior is burned and supplies neutrons
(Straniero et al. 1995). Our high-luminosity Li-rich gi-
ants show, however, no signs of s-process enrichment.
This implies that if they are AGB stars, they have not
gone through enough TDU episodes to drive up the s-
process. Further, Girardi et al. (2010) found that a low-
mass (Mini <∼ 1.0M⊙), low-metallicity AGB star would
remain O-rich (log(C/O) < 0) for its entire TP-AGB
evolution, which is consistent with the CNO abundances
found for the high-luminosity Li-rich giants in our sam-
ple.
We conclude that those stars in our sample that are
evolving on the AGB (e.g., T9112-00430-1) should be
(early) TP-AGB objects of low mass where very efficient
CBP can occur, while the core is not massive enough to
drive the third dredge-up.
5.4. External Interactions
Denissenkov & Herwig (2004) suggest that the influ-
ence of a nearby companion (giant planet or star) could
induce the extra mixing necessary to bring 7Be up to
the cooler surface where Li is produced, by the reaction
7Be(e−, ν)7Li, and does not suffer rapid destruction from
proton captures. Indeed, Li-rich dwarf stars that show
possible lithium pollution from a companion star have
been discovered in globular clusters (see, for example,
Koch et al. 2011; Monaco et al. 2011b). In particular,
Koch et al. (2011) found a Li-rich star that showed no
enrichment in s-process to be in a binary system. They
suggested that the Li-enrichment arose from mass trans-
fer from a companion giant star which had undergone
CBP.
The high projected rotational velocity found for
C1012254-203007 and T9112-00430-1 could have been
produced by the transfer of angular momentum from
a binary companion. While we did not have the ob-
servations to detect extrasolar planets around our stars,
we checked the Schneider et al. (2011) extrasolar planet
database but did not find coincidences. We further
looked for radial velocity variations that might indicate
a low-luminosity stellar-mass companion. The lack of
large radial velocity variations over the whole sample
strongly suggests that a close stellar-mass companion is
not required for the Li-rich phase to occur. The abun-
dances of T6953-00510-1, however, suggest that it may
have been enriched through mass transfer by an evolved
stellar companion in a wide binary. For this reason, re-
cent Li-enrichment (so that the Li has not yet burned
away) from an evolved companion cannot be ruled out
for this star.
6. CONCLUSION
This work presents the largest sample of metal-poor Li-
rich giants to date. We have discovered five new metal-
poor ([Fe/H] <∼ −1.9) Li-rich giants, and one Li-rich giant
at a larger metallicity of ∼ −0.6 dex in the RAVE sur-
vey. These stars were found in a total sample of ∼ 700
stars. This is consistent with the previous finding that
about 1% of all giants are Li-rich, which suggests that the
frequency of Li-rich giants is independent of metallicity.
We have further analyzed the newly-discovered (in this
work) Li-rich member of the globular cluster M68, and
confirmed the large Li abundance of M3-IV101, whose
Li-rich nature was discovered by Kraft et al. (1999). The
Li-rich giant in M68 adds to the very small number of gi-
ants in globular clusters identified to have Li-enrichment.
Indeed, Pilachowski et al. (2000) did not find any Li-rich
giants in a sample of over 200 giants selected from several
globular clusters. Further, all Li-rich giants identified in
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globular clusters (including the giant in M68) have been
found to be evolving near the RGB-tip.
We performed a detailed abundance analysis of all stars
and found that, aside from Li, the majority of the Li-
rich giants in our sample have abundance trends that
resemble that of the RAVE-VMP comparison sample.
This is consistent with, and extends, the findings of
Castilho et al. (2000) for solar-metallicity Li-rich giants.
The Li-rich giants in our sample are relatively carbon-
poor and nitrogen-rich, with normal oxygen abundances
found for metal-poor halo giants. Only one star in our
sample, namely T6953-00510-1, shows enhancements in
C, N, and the s-process elements. We attribute these en-
hancements to either pre-enrichment or binary pollution,
and conclude that such enhancements are not connected
to the mechanisms that produce Li in our full sample.
Although we found no large radial velocity variations for
the stars in our sample, a radial velocity study, over a
longer time-period, would be useful to determine if any
of our giants belong to a long-period binary. We further
computed the projected rotational velocities of our stars,
finding that only two stars, C1012254-203007 and T9112-
00430-1, are rapidly rotating with vsini > 8 km s−1.
An important finding is that the high-luminosity gi-
ants can have Li abundances equal to those found
for giants near the RGB-bump, which has also been
found for stars in other environments and higher
metallicities (Domı´nguez et al. 2004; Kraft et al. 1999;
Monaco & Bonifacio 2008; Monaco et al. 2011a). If the
stars at the RGB-bump and RGB-tip were enriched
in Li by the same process, this would argue against
a single Li-enrichment phase at the RGB-bump. In
this case, the RGB-tip giants should have less Li abun-
dances than those at the RGB-bump, contrary to our
results. Instead, the most likely scenario is that the Li-
rich giants have undergone Li-enrichment via cool bot-
tom processing. This process is also in agreement with
our best-fit 12C/13C values for the Li-rich giants. Fur-
ther, the metallicity and Galactic population member-
ship (e.g., thick disk and halo) of the Li-rich giants in
our sample are consistent with old ages and low masses
(< 1 M⊙). Our identification of luminous Li-rich giants
evolving above the RGB-bump therefore contrasts with
the Charbonnel & Balachandran (2000) suggestion that
Li-rich giants should be found above the RGB-bump only
in intermediate-mass stars.
It is possible that some of the luminous giants in our
sample are AGB stars. In those cases, CBP is still feasi-
ble as long as some 3He has survived after the RGB. Hot
bottom burning is not possible for our stars, as this pro-
cess requires a much larger stellar mass. We also cannot
rule out the possibility that T5496-00376-1 is a horizon-
tal branch star that was enriched in Li during its He-flash
phase, but this has not been modeled. Future infrared
observations of these stars would be beneficial for mea-
suring any infrared-excess that would imply that they
are evolving on the AGB. In addition, asteroseismology
observations obtained with the Kepler spacecraft could
also be used to distinguish between RGB and HB stars
(e.g. Bedding et al. 2011).
It is clear from this study that metal-poor Li-rich
giants are crucial for constraining the models of Li-
production in giants. The discovery and analysis of
more metal-poor Li-rich giants will allow for more ro-
bust statistics and enhance our understanding of these
rare and important objects.
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